**DIMENSION**

LINEAR MINI DOWNLIGHT SERIES

- Complete mini recessed downlight series
- Fixed, wallwash, adjustable
- Retractable, adjustable spots
- Optional baffle finishes and CCTs
- 2, 3, 5, and 10 Lens combinations
- 90 CRI and 90 lpw
NEW AND IMPROVED
ZETA HAND RAIL PUCK
SNAP - SNAP SOLO - RGBW

• Easy field installation
• Multiple beam patterns - 60° standard and 70° asymmetric
• Wet Rated (IP65 or IP67) and Vandal Resistant (Impact Tested IK10)
• Simple threadless snap-in design
• Available for round or square railing
• ADA compliant

LED: Cree
CCT: 2700K, 3000K, 4000K, RGBW
CRI: >80
LIFE: 90% at 51k hrs based on LM-80 testing
WARRANTY: 5 year limited warranty
The NU Series Hyperbolic Trim provides medium or wide beam distribution with extreme cutoff. The shape of these hyperbolic reflectors is optimized for extreme cutoff eliminating lamp image except when directly under luminaire. Glare reduction trim teamed with Xicato XTM and integrated with all dimming technologies that are offered with the award-winning NU Series Downlights.

NU HYPERBOLIC
ROUND AND SQUARE

- NO BULKY BOX required for the NU4 IC downlight
- CREE Highly efficient COB with 90+ CRI
- 1200+ Lumens delivered
- 10° beam with Honeycomb louver option
- All trim and accessory options of NU series
- Standard NC installation, reducing labor cost
- Budget spec-grade downlight for IC

NU INHERENTLY IC

- BOX FREE Design
- Up to 3400 lm delivered
- 20°, 40°, 60°, or 80° reflector
- 0-10V, DALI, DMX dimming to 0% & Triac/ELV dimming to 1%
- Economical spec solution
**BETA3 CYLINDER**

- XICATO XTM
- 1620 lm
- iBeacon ready with XIM
- Decorative LiteOptics
- Pendant or rigid pendant mount
- Economical solution

**BETA4 CYLINDER**

- XICATO XTM
- 2160 lm
- iBeacon ready with XIM
- Decorative LiteOptics
- Surface, pendant or rigid pendant mount

**BETA6 ADJUSTABLE CYLINDER**

- XICATO XTM
- 2461 lm
- iBeacon ready with XIM
- Decorative LiteOptics
- Surface, pendant or rigid pendant mount
The Conduit Canopy Mount is offered on most of our Beta Cylinders and Delta Highbays for pendant and surface mounting. Endless options for clean concrete ceiling applications.
QB2
- 1150 lm
- 3000K
- 90 CRI
- 4.35” x 3.75” x 11.75”
- Black, white or brushed aluminum
- Phase dimmable

RUNNER
- 16” length: 1750 lm, 36” length: 3000 lm
- 90 CRI
- 3000K
- Phase Dimmable
- White finish
**OUTDOOR CYLINDERS LARGE**

- Down or Up/Down
- Down: 6” dia X 8.5” H
- Up/Down: 6” Dia X 13” H
- 3000K
- 90 CRI
- 1-light: 30W
- 2 light: 2 X 24 W
- 1-light: 3400 lm
- 2 light: 4300 lm
- Anthracite or silver finish

**VICE**

- 2200 lm
- 3000K or 3500K
- 90 CRI
- 114lpw
- 20W
- ECO track or canopy mount
- 25º, 36º and 60º optic
- White or black finish

**GX6**

- Precision 6º track spot
- 450 lm
- 3000K or 3500K, 90 CRI
- ECO track or canopy mount
- White or black finish
Motorized 90° Tilt, 360° Rotation
Wireless Motion Control
Tunable White Option
Lens Vector Beam Control Option
120-277V input
Available on SMARTline System for SMARTrack

KINETIC TRACK SPOT
SMARTline

- Linear Profile System for SMARTtrack
- 1’, 2’, and 4’ Lengths
- Recessed, surface, and pendant mount
- 700 lm plf
- 0-10V
- 120-277V input
- Track and pendant adapter

PENDANT MOUNT
SHOWN WITH Z48 TRACK SPOT

SURFACE MOUNT
SHOWN WITH E10 LENSVECTOR TRACK SPOT

RECESSED MOUNT
SHOWN WITH E10 WALLWASH
AFTER 8

- Direct and indirect light in a 40:60 ratio
- Power over suspension cable
- 4’ and 5’ lengths for linear
- 1670 lm - 2270 lm
- 2700K, 3000K or 3500K; 90CRI
- White, black, bronze or gunmetal finish
AFTER 8 RING

- Direct and indirect light in a 60:40 ratio
- Power over suspension cable
- 23" diameter for After8 ring
- 1670 lm - 2270 lm
- 2700K, 3000K or 3500K; 90CRI
- White, black, bronze or gunmetal finish
CHARM

- Direct and indirect light
- Straight and 2 radiuses of 40” or 59”
- 5” H x 2” W
- Regressed lens for near glare free light
- Black or white finish with multiple color inserts
- Endless design combinations with useful general lighting
RIDE CURVE

- 90° and 180° segments at 14.75" radius
- 820 lm to 930 lm and 1650 lm to 1860 lm
- 90° and 180° segments at 29.5" radius
- 1650 lm to 1860 lm and 3300 lm to 3720 lm
- White or black finish
- Pendant and surface mount